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Knockout Job Interview Presentations: How to Present with Confidence, Beat the Competition and Impress Your Way into a Top Job (Career Success)Kogan Page, 2010

	Interview presentations can be incredibly daunting. Candidates often lack the confidence and skills so they fail to do themselves justice and impress the panel.  Careers expert Rebecca Corfield covers the entire process of planning and making an interview presentation and helps them understand what employers...
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Cisco Access Control Security : AAA Administration ServicesCisco Press, 2004
This book is part of the Networking Technology Series from Cisco Press, which offers networking professionals valuable information for constructing efficient networks, understanding new technologies, and building successful careers.


Hands-on techniques for enabling authentication, authorization, and...
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Oracle Application Server 10g Web Development (Oracle Press)McGraw-Hill, 2004
Create Integrated, High-Performance Internet Applications 

Develop flexible, cross-platform Web applications using Oracle Application Server 10g and this exclusive Oracle Press guide. Take advantage of the full support for all major Web development languages, APIs, and frameworks and learn to create and test...
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Pro Oracle Application Express (Expert's Voice in Oracle)Apress, 2008

	Application Express, or APEX, is one of the most innovative products to come out of Oracle in years. APEX is an application development framework for developing database–backed applications. It’s easy enough to get started in that power users can quit storing data in random spreadsheets and instead centralize their data in the...
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Intermediate Accounting, 11th Edition (Available Titles CengageNOW)South-Western College, 2010

	INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING, Eleventh Edition, provides the perfect combination of professional language and vibrant pedagogy to facilitate the transition from financial principles to the larger environment of financial reporting. To prepare students for professional accounting careers, the text's comprehensive coverage of GAAP and discussion...
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Spatial Database Systems: Design, Implementation and Project Management (GeoJournal Library)Springer, 2007
This first of a kind book places spatial data within the broader domain of information technology (IT) while providing a comprehensive and coherent explanation of the guiding principles, methods, implementation and operational management of spatial databases within the workplace. The text explains the key concepts, issues and processes of spatial...
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Fundamentals of Computer Architecture and DesignSpringer, 2017

	This textbook provides semester-length coverage of computer architecture and design, providing a strong foundation for students to understand modern computer system architecture and to apply these insights and principles to future computer designs.  






	It is based on the author’s decades of industrial experience...
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Careers in Computers, Third EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2002
Need a job? Use the Net. Monster.com offers a resume builder, posting feature,
and hundreds of thousands of job opportunities online. The Internet has made
volumes of valuable, up-to-date information on any subject available to both
individuals and organizations. Requiring only a personal computer and modem,
an individual can...
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Java 7 for Absolute BeginnersApress, 2011

	The title says "for Absolute Beginners." By that, I mean absolute beginners at programming. My original audience was teenagers whom I hope will go to college, get degrees in Mathematics, Computer Science, or Electrical Engineering (or perhaps Technical Communication or Graphic Design), and then enter the software industry. However,...
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2500 Keywords to Get You HiredMcGraw-Hill, 2002
Make that important first cut with a resume that packs a punch with 2500 Keywords to Get You Hired

What's in a word? When used effectively on your resume, the right words could land you your next job! 2500 Keywords to Get You Hired breaks down the buzz on buzzwords-those powerful little...
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Information Systems Project Management: How to Deliver Function and Value in Information Technology ProjectsAMACOM, 1997

	Congratulations. You have been given your own project to run. If you are like most project managers, part of you is elated that your company has entrusted you with an important assignment, while the rest of you is petrified that it will soon discover the magnitude of its error. Whether the project is your first and you are being...
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Fault-Tolerant IP and MPLS NetworksCisco Press, 2004
In the wake of increased traffic, today's service providers and enterprises must assure high availability across a variety of networked services and applications. Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) is the enabling technology for the widespread deployment of IP networks in core and Metro Ethernet applications. Many service...
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